Popular Motorized Routes

- Poison Spider/Golden Spike
- Lower Gemini Bridges
- Upper Gemini Bridges
- Tombstone Butte
- Hill Canyon
- Dubinky Well
- Spring Canyon Bottom
- White Wash Sand Dunes
- Sand Flats
- Hells Revenge
- Fins and Things
- Porcupine Rim
- Moab Rim
- Kane Creek OHV Trailhead
- Kane Creek Canyon OHV Trailhead
- Black Ridge
- Hook and Ladder
- Flat Iron Mesa
- Behind the Rocks
- Flat Pass/Steel Bender
- Onion Creek
- Entrada Bluffs
- Döme Plateau
- Yellow Cat Staging Area
- Flat Iron Mesa
- Utah Rims
- Porcupine Rim
- Moab Rim
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